GIFT IN DISGUISE
Bishop Nelson Arthur was
invited to speak to us at the
service in Texas. As it was
usually done, a sister was
invited to sing before a
preacher. Sister Jos was
invited this time around. O
my God! I exclaimed. What
is the MC trying to do? Did
he check her out before
inviting her? She just
completed high school and as
most ladies do, she wants to
look older than her age. She
wears short clothes, paints
her face and “shows her
breast”. In fact, Jos doesn’t
dress like a church girl at all.

Moreover, her phone
usually rings whenever
the preacher is making a
serious point. She just
pisses me off.
Jos takes the microphone
and to my amazement,
she sang so well. She
sang like an angel.
Everyone stood in awe.
What a gift in disguise!!
I changed my perception
about Jos.
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2Cor 4:17 says “But we
have this treasure in
earthen vessels, that the
exceeding greatness of
the power may be of
God, and not from
ourselves;
Beloved, there is a
treasure in you. If you
can read the text again,
you will realize that the
earthen vessels refer to
you and me.
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Whatever you can easily do
that you did not work for, is a
GIFT from God. No wonder
you may not study that hard
and still pass your exams. You
don’t go for voice training but
u sing better than the chief
vocalist. It is just an
endowment from the Lord. I
don’t care what people say
about you. The word of God
says each one of us is a
walking treasure. Believe it.
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